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Abstract.
The T1 theorem of David and Journé gives necessary and sufficient conditions that a singular integral operator be bounded from L2(Rn) to
L2(R"). In this paper, the definition of singular integral operator is extended to
the setting of operators on L2(Sl) where Í2 denotes Wiener space. The main
theorem is that the 7T theorem holds in this new setting.

1. INTRODUCTION

The celebrated Tl theorem of David and Journé gives necessary and sufficient conditions for a singular integral operator to be bounded from L (R ) to
L2(R"). The definitions of the conditions involved in this theorem explicitly
involve the dimension «. In this paper, we study the extension of the Tl theorem to an infinite dimensional setting—the Wiener space Q, which is naturally
isometric to T?00 equipped with a Gaussian measure. With the appropriate
definitions for this new setting, it will be shown that the Tl theorem holds for
L (Q) in addition to L (R ). This paper is a natural continuation of an earlier
joint paper of R. Bañuelos and the author.
We start by stating the Tl theorem of David and Journé. We must first give
several preliminary definitions.
Definition. An operator T is called a singular integral operator if T is a linear
operator, which is continuous from the Schwartz class S^(Rn) into S^'(Rn)
and there is a kernel K(x ,y) defined for x ^ y in 7?" and constants c and
0 < ô < 1 such that the following three properties hold:

(1) \K(x,y)\<c\x-y\-n,
(2) for all x0,x, ye Rn , such that \x0-x\<^^

\K(y,x0)-K(y,x)\

< c\x0 -xf\x

, \K(x0,y)-K(x

,y)\ +

-yf^»,

(3) for each pair f,(f>, of disjointly supported W^°(Rn) functions, the
evaluation of the distribution Tf on the test function <f>is given by

Tf(<f>)
= f!K(x, y)f(y)4>(x)
dx dy.
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Definition. We say a singular integral operator T has the weak boundedness
property if for any bounded set Ti c WtJx(R") there exists a constant c which
depends only on 77 and T so that for all cj>, i// e B, x e R", and t > 0

|7V«)|

< cC* where ^(x) = Cn4>(^~)

•

Theorem (David and Journé). A singular integral operator T can be extended
to a bounded operator from L (Rn) to L (Rn) if and only if the following three
conditions are satisfied:

Tl eBMO,
T*\ eBMO,
T has the weak boundedness property.

See [6] for a proof of this theorem. We will make several comments about the
proof at this point. First, it should be noted that Tl is not initially defined since
1 $ 5^(Rn). It is possible to define Tl, however, as a distribution on those
test functions in W£°(Rn) with vanishing integral. The proof then proceeds by
decomposing the operator T into three pieces, T = A + Y + Z . Y has the
property that 71 = Tl but Y*l = 0 while Z has the property that ZI = 0
while Z* 1 = 7**1. These Y and Z can be defined using paraproducts. A is
then just a singular integral operator with A1 = 0 and A* I = 0. Sufficiency
of the three conditions is then established by considering each piece separately.
Necessity follows from a standard computation. Since the dimension plays such
an explicit role in the definition of singular integral operator, we will not try
to extend this definition to the infinite dimensional case directly. Instead we
shall take as the definition the decomposition used by David and Journé in their
proof of the Tl theorem.
Let Ti; be an «-dimensional Brownian motion on a probability space
(íl,^,P),
9¡=a(Bs:
0 < s < t) and for any X e L2(Q) we will use 11->Xt
to denote the almost surely continuous version of í h E[X\^].
Here we
take Í2 to be Wiener space, but this is not necessary. For any X e L (ii),
there is an essentially unique ¿^-adapted 7?"-valued map, s <-►Hs such that

E[/0°° |775|2ds] < oo and X, = E[X] + /„' Hs ■dBs(a.s.P).
Definition. A process A is a proper integrator if A : [0, oo) —>7?" ® T?" is cadlag
(i.e., right continuous with limits from the left), adapted to 9~t, and there is
a c > 0 such that for every X e L°°(Q), \\A * X\\L2{Çl)< c\\X\\L¡x{n) where

A*X = ^AtHrdBt.
The operator A * X is called the martingale transform of X by A . Martingale transforms were first introduced by Burkholder in [3].
Definition. A singular integral operator on L°°(Çl) is an operator of the form
/•OO

(4)

T(X) = A*X+

Jo

XidYt + (X,Z)oo,
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where A is a proper integrator, Y,Z e L2(Q) and (X,Z)t is the covariance
process of X and Z .
We will see later that the representation (4) of a singular integral operator
is essentially unique. In this definition, we have used A * X, /0°° Xt d Yt, and
(Ar,Z)oo to replace the operators A, Y, and Z respectively in the DavidJourné decomposition of a singular integral operator. /0°°X(dYt and (X.Z)^
are formed from probabilistic paraproducts as described in [2] and have the
same properties as Y and Z in the David-Journé decomposition. A*X has the
same properties as the operator A in the David-Journé decomposition. Since
we don't have a concept of smoothness for functions on Wiener space, we use
L°° (Q) as our set of test functions. This is reasonable since for a probability
space £2, L°°(Q) c C\i<p<ooLp(0.). The conditions on A, Y, and Z in
this definition were chosen so that T will be bounded from L°°(Q) —*L (Q).
This definition of singular integral operator generalizes the stochastic versions
of conjugate operators, Riesz transforms, operators of Laplace transform type,
and paraproducts and remainder operators as considered in [1], [2], [5], [8]

and [9].
Definition. A singular integral operator T is said to have the weak boundedness
property if || sup0<(<oo |M(0lloplloo < °° >where II Hop denotes the operator norm

on T?"® Tí" and A is the proper integrator in the representation

(4) of T.

Definition. X e BMO(Q.) means X e L2(fl) and there is a constant c > 0
such that for all stopping times x, E[\X - Xt\\^\ < c a.s. The square root of
the smallest constant c for which this holds is the BMO(£l) norm of X.
The definition of B M 0(H) given here is standard (see [7] for example).
We will also use the equivalent formulation E[(X - XT) ] < cP[x < co]. The
definition of weak boundedness is chosen to make the following theorem true.
Theorem 1. A singular integral operator T can be extended to a bounded operator from L (Q) to L (Q) if and only if the following three conditions are

satisfied:
Tl eBMO,
T*l eBMO,
T has the weak boundedness property.
Theorem 1 and some corollaries will be proved in §2. In §3 we will examine
contractions of singular integral operators.

2. The Tl Theorem for Martingales
Proof of Theorem 1. The sufficiency of the three conditions follows immediately from the results in [2] and the Burkholder-Gundy inequalities (see [4]).
Since 7T = Y and T* 1 = Z , the boundedness of the second and third parts
of T is immediate from Theorem 1.1 of [2] and the first part of T is bounded
by the Burkholder-Gundy inequalities. So we must now show the three conditions are necessary. We suppose ||r(.Y)||2 < fc||A"||2. We first show that T has
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the weak boundedness property. Suppose now that || sup0<i<oo 11-4(0llopII> K ■
Then since A is cadlag, we can find a stochastic interval (a, p) which is not
a.s. empty such that for a < t < p we have c < M(0llop < 2c for some ok.
Define an Tc"-valued function v(t) by |u(0| = 1 and \A(t)v(t)\ = \\A(t)\\iop

Since Y e L (Í2), we can find an adapted Tc"-valued process K such that

Yt= E[Y1 + &KrdBs.

Define

'

|^t|i;(0,

10,

te(a,p)
tt(o,p),

Now define X = /0°° T7,• dBt. Since Xt and Z( are continuous, for any e we
can find a stopping time x with a < x < p such that for o < t < x we have

||Xt -XJ<e

a.s. and ||Zf - ZJ < e a.s. Finally, let X = Xx. Observe that

\\X\\2= fX\Ht\ dt
Jo

-f

\H,\¿dt

Jo

= Í\Kt\dt
Ja

= E[(Yr-Ya)2]2-.

In particular, note that X e L2(Q). Now from \\TX\\22< k2\\X\\22we obtain
(5)

E[(A*X)2]<k2\\X\\22

+ 2

E[(l~mHt.dB)(j~XtdY)

+2

(TOA(t)HrdÈ^(X,Z)O0

+2
We now proceed to estimate the various terms in (5).

(6)

E[(A*X)] = E (j~A(t)Ht.dB)
rOO

=E /

Jo

\A{t)H,\

>cE

= c2\\xt,
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(V)
(A*X)

(Tx'r)'.

OO

= E

\
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/

/*oo

A(t)Ht.dBt)[J

= \E (£AW,-dB,

X,dYt
(XtKt)-dBt

= ^E^°°(A(t)Ht)-(XtKt)dt
<E^(\\A(t)\\op\Xt\)\HrKt\dt

dt

< 2ceE
= 2ce\\X\\t,

(8)

\E[(A*X)(X,Z)ll\

A(t)Ht-dBA(X,Z)

(/;

<

/

A(t)H ■dB.

\\Jo
< (2c||X||2)(e||X||2)

\\{X,Z) 00II2

= 2cs\\X\\22,

(9) 2

z{[{[x-dY)dx)

(j~XtdY){X,Z)„

z{í'AÍ"x-dY)ixl
z{i"{rx-dY)ix)
= \E

(£x,dr)lX,z),

\f
\J a

XJYr
s
s

<4Yx-YaU2

ll(*.z>J|2
e||^ll2

= £2\\X\\l
where the first and fourth equalities follow from Theorem 2.1(h) of [2].
Now using estimates (6), (7), (8), and (9) in (5) we obtain c2||X||2 < [(k2 +
1
1
e )-l-8ce]||Z||2. Since ok
and e is arbitrary, this implies that ||X||2 = 0 and
therefore Yt must be constant on the stochastic interval (a, t) . We now repeat
the construction of X using Z instead of Y. Then we can find a stopping
time x such that a < x a.s. and for a < t < x , \Xt - Xa\ < e a.s. and
|Z, - ZJ < e a.s. Finally, we define a new X = XrAr,. In this case, the
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inequality

\TX\\2 < k\\X\\2 yields

J^^n-rsi./
^ k2\\X\\22
ÍV ||A ||2 + 2\E[(A * X)(X, Z)l|
E[(A * X)2]j <
Then from (6) and (8) we obtain
in the same manner as we obtained (5
c2||Al2<(A:¿ + £z |A!"
||2 and again since ok
and e is arbitrary, this implies
that
0 and hence that Zt is also constant on the stochastic interval
(10)

imi

(•TAT'
(a,x A x). Finally, we define X = /JAr
v(t) ■dBt and then TX = A * X,
and a simple computation gives \\A * X\\2 > c\\X\\2 > k\\X\\2. But this contradicts the assumption that T is bounded with constant k. It follows that
|| sup0<(<oo11-4(0lloplloo
< k, and so T must be weakly bounded. This implies
that \\A * X||2 < k ||X||2 and we can now use this inequality in conjunction with
\\TX\\2 <k\\X\\2 to derive

I f°°

(11)

\

To

<2A:||A-||2 •

XtdYt + (X,Zl

We now show that this implies Y --TI e BMO. Let x be an arbitrary stopping
time and let p = inf{t > x: \Y(- Yr\ > e}. Then since Yt is continuous, we
= e if p < oo. Also | Y - Y \ = 0 if x = oo.
have \Y-Y\ YT\<e
< e and
and \Y-Y.\
,

Now let X = Y - Y. so X, = Y,tAp

(12)

X,dY,

/AT

Then from (11) we obtain

XtdYt

<4k2\\X\\L2 + 2\E

(x,z\

Now

(13)

XtdYt

=E\rx'd{Y)>
= E^j'x2d(Y)t
>e E

[/;

= eE[(Y

d(Y)t
Y/]-.

£[A'2]<e27J[T<oo],

(14)
(15)

+ j°°e2d(Y)t

XtdYt (X,Z)(

Jo

\Jo

XdY\

dX

L'usdXr

<\\z 12

dX,

X, dX„ dX,

from [2] and
UdV
But ||/( UdV\U < \\U\\A\\V\\4and ||/0üüt7rfK||4<||t7||g||K|
|A"| < e implies XL, \\X < e . Plugging these facts into equation ( 15) yields

(16)

(/;

XtdYt

(X,Z)Q

< c||Z||2e"
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Now substituting (13), (14), and (16) into (12) gives
(17)

E[(Y - Yp)2]< 4k2P[x < oo] + 2ce||Z||2 .

Now if we let e —»0 then p —►
x and ( 17) becomes
(18)

£[(7-yT)2]<4A:2T,[T<oo].

So Y = Tle BMO with \\Tl\\BMO< 2k . Finally, we now have ||(A',Z)||2 <
4/c||Ar||2, but Theorem 2.3 of [2] then asserts that Z e BMO (with ||Z||ßAf0 <
(4k) + 1). Since T* 1 —Z , this completes the proof of Theorem 1.
Corollary 1. The representation
unique.

(4) of a singular integral operator is essentially

Proof of Corollary 1. If
/■OO

TX = A*X +

XtdYl + (X,Z)oo

JO
rOO

= A*X+

Jo

XtdYt + (X,Z)oo

then
/»OO

(A-A)*X+

/

Jo

Xtd(Y-Y)t

+ (X,(Z-Z))oo

= 0,

so IIsuPo<r<oo\\A - ^lloplloo= 0 and ||y - Y\\BM0= 0 directly from thej>roof
of the theorem and hence A(i) = A(t) for all 0 < t < oo a.s. and Y = Y a.s.
Then (X,Z - Z)x = 0 for all X e L2(Cl) so Z = Z a.s.
2

2

Corollary 2. If a singular integral operator T is bounded from L (il) to L (SI),

then it is boundedfrom Lp(Sl) to Lp(Sl) for all 1 < p < oo.
Proof of Corollary 2. This follows immediately from the Burkholder-Gundy

in-

equalities and Theorem 1.1 of [2].
Corollary 2 asserts that the usual Calderón-Zygmund theory of singular integral operators remains valid in the infinite dimensional case.

3. Contractions

of singular

integral

operators

Much of the interest in the martingale transforms and paraproducts that
make up the building blocks of singular integral operators lies in the fact that
one can obtain classically interesting operators from them.
Definition. Let ST c ¿^

= V^o^-

If TT is a singular integral operator then

we define the contraction of T with respect to y by Tj-: L°°(£T) —*L (07~)
where T^: X i-+ E[TX\^\
where Lp(Sr) denotes the set of all functions in

Lp(Sl) that are ZT measurable.
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2

Theorem 2. If a singular integral operator is bounded L (SI) to L (SI) then its
contractions are all bounded LP(ET) to LP(!T) for all 1 < p < oo.

Proof of Theorem 2. This follows immediately from Corollary 2 and the fact
that conditional expectation is a contraction on Lp .
Example 1. Let D be a domain with smooth boundary in T?" and let x0e D.
Let p denote harmonic measure on dD with respect to the point x0 . Let Bt be
a Brownian motion starting at x0 and let x be the first exit time of Bt from D.
Let y = a(Bx) where a(Bx) is the smallest a-field such that T7Tis measurable
with respect to a(BT). Then the contraction of a singular integral operator
with respect to 9~ is an operator which can be defined from L°°(dD ,p) to

L2(dD,p).
This follows from the fact that the mapping / i-> f(Br) is an
isometric isomorphism from Lp(dD,p) to Lp(5?~).
The importance of Theorem 2 and Example 1 is that many classically interesting operators can be obtained as contractions of singular integral operators
on L2(Sl) and then Theorem 2 can be used to prove the boundedness of these
operators. In addition, given a family of singular integral operators defined for
different T?" (e.g., the Riesz transforms) which can be defined as contractions
of singular integral operators on L (SI) with uniform bound, Theorem 2 then
proves boundedness with constants independent of the dimension. Special cases
of this technique have been used frequently in the past, see [1], [2], [5], [8], and
[9]. Unfortunately, contractions do not preserve the necessity of the conditions
in Theorem 1. We now give an example of an unbounded singular integral operator T and a a -field &~ such that the contraction of T to L°° (£T) extends
2
2
to a bounded operator from L (ST) to L (&~).
Example 2. Let D be the unit disk in T?2. Let Bt be a Brownian motion
starting at the origin and let x be the first exist time of T7(from D. Let

A(t) = ( (5 - \B'\yX*'
\ 0,

when \Bt\ < Î and / < t
when \Bt\ > £ or t>x.

Let the singular integral operator T be defined by T = A * X. Suppose f,ge
^°°(X) where X is the unit circle and let X and Y be the random variables
/(T7T) and g(BT) respectively. Let y = o(Br). Let u,v be the Poisson
integrals of f,g respectively. Note that if
oo

(19)

/ = a0 + J2(an COS("0)+ bnSin("0))
n=l

then
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u = a0 + J2 r"(an cos(nd) + bnsin(n6)).
n=l

We now compute

(7>A\ r) = f " E[Tf\Bx = x]g(x) dx
Jo

r2%

= f

E[g(BT)Tf\Bx=x]dx

Jo

= E[g(Bx)Tf]

= e[(J* Vv(B,)
•dß)j (^J\A(t)Vu(Bt))
■dß)j
= E\j\A(t)Vu(Bt))-Vv(Bt)dt
i

2n

= f2 [
n

f2n (i

= j'2 (E

=£

_i

(l-r)

4lnC-)^u(r,d)-Vv(r,e)rdedr
y\./dudv

(I -r)

{ (I''

idudv\

4 Hr)2nnr2-X(anan + bjn)\

(j - r)

...

dr

4 Hr)2nnr2-X dr) (anan + bjn)

n=l
oo

n=l

where mn - ¡Qx/2(\ - r)~x/*ln(r)2nnr2"~x dr and an,bn are the Fourier coefficients of /, and an, ßn are the Fourier coefficients of g. Then by the
Plancherel theorem, it follows that Tj- is a multiplier operator with multiplier
m„.
To show that 7V
is bounded it then suffices to show that m n is bounded.
n
¿7

To see this, we write

(21)
mn=

\?~r)

ln(r)2nnr

n~x dr + ¡

I-

- r)
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Then we approximate the two integrals in (21) as follows.

/

( ■=- r \

ln(r)2nnr "

dr

<-i:wm*-'
= 2nn

en

4\r2n~xln(r)\dr

r

< 2nn

2n-2 j

dr

i
(ij

dr

2«-l

4(2n-l)

G

'

1

< 2tt

f!(H

I

*í(h>gm*)
2n-l

ln(r)27tnr "~ dr

íir

2n-l

2tt.
So |wj <27T(i)"5 + |(I)i|ln(i)|2re

for all « and we are done.
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